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 Brick Breaker Ultimate [/ b] is a "Brick Breaker" style game where you aim to make the best score. To do this, simply
break the bricks with your balls that you can recover during your game.

It is an arcade-style game that allows you to relax while watching a video or to entertain yourself while loading another
game for example.
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A good detective with an interesting story and the innovative way to play games without the need to scroll through the goddamn
inventory.. Cute, fun, and challenging, FoxyLand is an interesting puzzle platformer that brings me back to the good old days..
Iraq war simulator. This is one of the very first games I played in VR and the main reason for buying a Vive at that time. Having
been a Star Trek fan for many years, this game was too irresistable to pass by. After what seemed eons getting the game
registered, downloaded and the VR setup I finally, with childish impatience loaded up the game and saw the introduction. OMG
I am here on a shuttle craft and the WOW factor was an understatement. Looking around at the shuttle and command console,
watching the space station and other ship as I flew by, it was simply mind blowing frantically trying to take in all that I was
seeing wiithout missing one bit of detail.

On docking with the Space port I found myself in a room with consoles where I could choose how I wanted to play my first
game. I chose solo (single player) to start so I could see just what the Enterprise bridge had to offer. What a joy as I found
myself in the Captains chair with the helm and tactical stations to my front, manned by NPC characters. Over to my right was
engineering and some other manned staions elsewhere. It was like being on the set of the actual film/series. I next chose my first
solo mission to get used to commanding a Starship and the methods of giving orders and taking control of other stations when
needed (nothing beats that personal touch).

After a couple of games or so and familiarisation with what needed doing, I ventured into co-op missions with other players.
This really added to the experience for me. With a good team we were able to go though a few missions in a very Star Fleet
professional manner but the real fun came in when I was teamed up with total commedians who had me laughing constantly. No
multiplayer game has given such an enjoyable experience for a long time, it's classic.

I must admit that the Enterprise (new) is far easier to manage than the TOS (old version) where you have masses of buttons and
no real indication what button does what until you press it and learn them all. For the fun factor the new Enterprize bridge is the
best.

Pro's:

Wonderful graphics and a smooth gameplay
Some excellent missions
Ability to play as captain, helm, tactical or engineering
Experience points earned in missions to advance in ranks
Ability to play as a male or female character. The latter can be an experience in itself

Cons:

Missions can get repetative after a while.
Some other players may not have as smooth or stable connection as you
You can wait a bit for multiplayer mode but this doesn't hold you back as you can continue with NPC players filling gaps

So far I have not had a bad experience with childish trolls ruining the game experience in multiplayer mode. I guess the game
and VR headet price has kept them away but I have heard some people say they've had morons on very occasionally.

Personally I would say its a must buy not only for the Star Trek fan but also for the pure experience it gives.. My first game ever
for pc. This is garbage, and a full time lie.............. dont put your money on this..... If you enjoy traditional trading card games
but wanted one all about huge army skirmishes, this is your game.

+lots of long term strategizing
+fantastic "energy" system (mana generation)
+lots of short term control options
+some of the weirdest and most interesting cards you will see in a card game like this
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-incredibly slow
-half of the starting decks are even decent
-confusing as to the main strategy and methods of each faction
-needs more cards and a donation button. I recommend to buy this DLC because:
- It will be easier to get the Stella's Dungeon achievement, which is really hard to obtain otherwise, since she keeps dying for
unknown reasons; practically it halves the times it takes for Stella to finish the dungeon (well you can just set your pc clock for
that) but more importantly it lets you keep your items after death, both the ones you already had and the ones you collected, so
it's really good stuff.

-Your Exp will be multiplied by six; I recommend to use that plan only after finishing the entire story, because basically it lets
you avoid all the grinding before the boss battle, which is the most fun thing in the game. I am actually using it, for example, to
grind from 100 to 999
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- Terrible translation with grammatical mistakes everywhere. There's a story and even voice acting, but I didn't care enough to
read what was going on.
- Non-stop chaotic, intense bullet patterns, not fun to play. The only saving grace is that you have a shield, so you don't die in
one hit.
- Bland uninspired levels. Actually, I think it even reused the same level template multiple times.
- Bland uninspired bosses + enemies. Same enemies, same boss (but slightly different looking) every single time.

+ There seems to be a lot to unlock, at least.
I got this for 50 cents and I still feel cheated. Get something else instead unless you're starved for a SHMUP.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/RbWWujvWTj8

Inverse ballistic based kinetic movement is not a common way to navigate through life. The base mechanics are solid but the
level design does leave a bit to desire. The lack of variety in weapons to move with also leaves the experience feeling a bit stale
after only a few levels.. Pay to win.
£100/$100 to get 15,000 Gems. I used up 200 in 2 mins.
So 15,000 should give you about 150 minutes of play time.. A gem, a wonderful, marvelous, characterful gem. This game is the
perfect single player dmless D&D experience. If ever you wanted to play D&D, at home by yourself when you couldn't find
anyone to play with you this is what you want. The art by John Blanche is equal parts horrid and charming, and brings the game
to life between the pages. I'm in love with this game. There is really no better way to describe it than utterly charming.. Judging
from the videos and the screenshots I didn't have many expectations. After all, rogue-like-retro is a genre that has become
saturated in today's indie games. Besides, permadeath, no save-anytime-I-want, not appreciated (it stated it clearly in its
description, no surprises).
Yet, I was inclined to gamble my cents (perhaps even more, had it supported linux, too) for a few minutes of fun, on a game
with full controller support. So I got it on a discount.
And, indeed, I enjoyed it a lot, for it proved to be a really well designed game, despite it's retristic, not-so-beautiful look and
feel. I'm now looking forward to playing it with friends.

Would I buy it again on its full, 5$ price? I really don't know.
But on a discount, you can't go wrong.. I love these bite sized adventures, really hope to see a lot more in this style, I can't get
enough of em! Great to have something like this when you find yourself with a spare 20 mins. The art and parser instantly
transports me to how I felt playing parser games as a kid, and I find myself getting a lot more absorbed than I expected for such
a short game about a race of snales in space. I think the parser/control scheme somehow lends itself more to that feeling of
exploration and discovery that makes it very satisfying when you open up the next room, etc. Can't wait for more!. I like this
game, the devs are the best. Ever. Period. Like seriously, the best.. Way too many bugs for this to be released. It needs to go
back in the oven for a bit longer.

In attempting to play the game for 10-15 minutes I ran into
1: "Maintenance window that wasn't specified" Ok, fine, maybe that's not a bug, but I got "error 104" or something of that
nature and that was it, so it looked like one.
2: I couldn't open the reward chest from the first fight
3: The enemies in the first mission couldn't hit me.
4: Once I managed to somehow escape the reward chest of doom, I clicked to scroll through characters...and got stuck in
another loop of doom...this time asking me to try on a hat that was locked. Obviously I couldn't try the hat on, because it was
locked. But there was no way out of the tutorial screen.

That was my limit, so I requested a refund.. If you are a Serious fan then I dont know why you need me to tell you to get this
game. If your not then obviously youve never played one before (a joke), but seriously (:p), I think this side note to the fanchise
is a charming addition to a fun shooter.. Lovely. The kids replayed the demo at least a dozen times. Can't wait for the full thing.
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